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some compelling correlations between observed ice loss
and atmospheric changes
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ensemble members for any given season and in

lessons/warnings from modelling experiments
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• natural variability matters for the
atmospheric circulation response to
ice loss (e.g., Screen et al. 2013)

• uncoupled answer (response) is not
necessarily the same as the coupled
answer (two-way interaction)

Frequency (%)

• response is sensitive to model state
and may exhibit non-linear behaviour
(e.g., Petouhkov & Semenov 2010,
Bader et al. 2011)
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Fig. 8 Probability distribution functions (PDF) for the winter Arcticmean sea level pressure (SLP) responses in sub-ensembles of varying
size. Each PDF is constructed from 100,000 unique combinations subsampled from the 60-member CAM ensemble. For example, the blue
line represents sub-ensemble means for 100,000 unique combinations
of Bergen
20 CAM members sampled from the full set of 60 CAM members
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surface heat flux variability:
pattern, sign, relationship to ice and temperature
Barents sea ice

heat flux EOF1
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future:
adding uncertainties to coupled ice-atmosphere-ocean interactions

There are 3 categorical sources of uncertainty regarding the future evolution of climate:!
!

a) Amount of external (greenhouse gas) forcing applied!

!

b) Model-to-model (physical parameterization) uncertainty!

!

c) Coupled internal variability
(Tebaldi & Knutti, 2007; Hawkins & Sutton, 2009; Deser et al., 2012)
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future: adding uncertainties
3 categorical sources of uncertainty in the future evolution of Arctic sea ice:
a) Amount of external (greenhouse gas) forcing applied
b) Model-to-model (physical parameterization) uncertainty
c) Coupled internal variability
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IPCC 2014
Fig. SPM 7b
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Different external forcing —> different Arctic sea ice (a)
Substantial model-to-model uncertainty (b)
- compare across RCP8.5 & RCP2.6, “chosen” (3/5) vs. ensemble (29/37)
!
Is internal variability (c) important?
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future: adding uncertainties
3 categorical sources of uncertainty in the future evolution of Arctic sea ice:
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Figure 1:
Wettstein &
Deser, 2014

- Identical external forcing (BC’s identical)!
- 39 realizations from one (dated) fully-coupled model: !
CCSM3 at T42 resolution!
- Only difference: initial condition in the atmosphere
—> internal variability is important
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future: adding uncertainties to complex atmosphere-ice interactions
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3 categorical sources of uncertainty RE: future of Arctic sea ice:
a) Amount of external (greenhouse gas) forcing applied
b) Model-to-model (physical parameterization) uncertainty
c) Coupled internal variability
Figure 12: Wettstein & Deser, 2014
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FIG. 1. (top) Time series of the ensemble mean (black line), ensemble range (gray shading), and the individual
ensemble members with the smallest (blue lines) or largest (red lines) 2020–59 loss in Arctic (top left) September sea
ice EXT and (top right) July–November (JASON) sea ice VOL. Histograms to the right of the top panels display the
2020–59 ice loss trend distribution on the same vertical axis as the time series. Two small green dots indicate the
ensemble-mean ice loss trends in EXT and VOL. (middle),(bottom) Maps show the 2020–59 (left) ice concentration
or (right) thickness trends for the individual ensemble members with the largest and smallest trends in ice EXT or
VOL loss, respectively. The largest (smallest) trend in September ice EXT loss of 5.7 3 106 km2 (2.0 3 106 km2) is
experienced by ensemble member 9 (13), as indicated. The largest (smallest) trend in JASON ice VOL loss of 19 3
103 km3 (7.0 3 103 km3) is experienced by ensemble member 6 (13), as indicated. A scale for the 2020–59 trend maps
in September ice concentration (%) and JASON ice thickness (m) is indicated alongside the colorbar.

39 trends in Arctic ice loss!
39 trends in tropical Pacific Tref!
Barotropic signature, (strong) link to tropical Pacific variability!
—> fully-coupled internal variability leads to atmos. “forcing”!
!
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2 general forms of atmos.-sea ice interaction:
1) atmospheric flow can drive sea ice change
- atmospheric “forcing” of sea ice loss
2) atmospheric flow can react to sea ice loss
- true atmospheric “response” to sea ice

future: adding uncertainties to complex atmosphere-ice interactions
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3 categorical sources of uncertainty RE: future of Arctic sea ice:
a) Amount of external (greenhouse gas) forcing applied
b) Model-to-model (physical parameterization) uncertainty
c) Coupled internal variability
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FIG. 1. (top) Time series of the ensemble mean (black line), ensemble range (gray shading), and the individual
ensemble members with the smallest (blue lines) or largest (red lines) 2020–59 loss in Arctic (top left) September sea
ice EXT and (top right) July–November (JASON) sea ice VOL. Histograms to the right of the top panels display the
2020–59 ice loss trend distribution on the same vertical axis as the time series. Two small green dots indicate the
ensemble-mean ice loss trends in EXT and VOL. (middle),(bottom) Maps show the 2020–59 (left) ice concentration
or (right) thickness trends for the individual ensemble members with the largest and smallest trends in ice EXT or
VOL loss, respectively. The largest (smallest) trend in September ice EXT loss of 5.7 3 106 km2 (2.0 3 106 km2) is
experienced by ensemble member 9 (13), as indicated. The largest (smallest) trend in JASON ice VOL loss of 19 3
103 km3 (7.0 3 103 km3) is experienced by ensemble member 6 (13), as indicated. A scale for the 2020–59 trend maps
in September ice concentration (%) and JASON ice thickness (m) is indicated alongside the colorbar.

2 general forms of atmos.-sea ice interaction:
1) atmospheric flow can drive sea ice change
- atmospheric “forcing” of sea ice loss
2) atmospheric flow can react to sea ice loss
- true atmospheric “response” to sea ice
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Figs. 12 & 13:
Deser et al., 2010
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39 trends in Arctic ice loss!
39 trends in tropical Pacific Tref!
Barotropic signature, (strong) link to tropical Pacific variability!
—> fully-coupled internal variability leads to atmos. “forcing”!
!
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see also:
Magnusdottir et al.,
2004; Kvamstø et
al., 2004; Seierstad
& Bader, 2009

AGCM experiments to ice loss: !
strictly the atmospheric “response”!

summary

even if we have a perfect model with perfect ice forcing, we would
also need to consider:

•

two-way interaction (O/I→A & A→O/I)

•

natural variability in both sea ice and atmosphere

•

uncertainty in external forcing
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